Enhanced Time-Domain Detection of the Activation Frequency of Atrial Fibrillation
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Abstract—Atrial fibrillation is the most common sustained cardiac arrhythmia. To determine the main frequency of the atrial fibrillation the frequency-domain analysis is used mostly, however it is unreliable in several cases. This insufficiency led to the demand of using time-domain analysis. Although these attempts seemed to be promising, there have remained several limitations. In our research we developed an enhanced algorithm for time-domain analysis. We defined two indicators which characterized the signals and the reliability of the method well. As compared to the frequency-domain analysis our algorithm can widen the applicability of time-domain analysis since in several cases – when the results of the frequency-domain analysis are unreliable – it can be applied still reliably. As a complementation of the frequency-domain analysis our algorithm can be an extremely helpful tool in medical practice.

I. INTRODUCTION

Atrial fibrillation is the most common sustained cardiac arrhythmia. Nowadays, ca. 45% of the hospital admissions related to cardiac arrhythmia is caused by atrial fibrillation [1]. By 2050 the number of involved patients will be doubled in developed countries [2, 3]. In medical practice spectral-domain analysis of the ECG signal is used to determine the dominant frequency which is used to characterize the activation frequency of atrial fibrillation. Dominant frequency as a concept means the highest peak in the spectrum of the ECG signal however, it can be biased especially for signals with low regularity index or double-potentials, since the frequency of the highest peak does not belong to the activation frequency of the atrial fibrillation. This insufficiency led to the demand of using time-domain analysis.

Although several studies have already discussed this issue, there have remained several limitations of the applied time-domain methods. Mostly the investigations were restricted to signals with high signal-to-noise ratio and a multiple-stage conditioning was applied before the identification of the peaks [4-7].

The purpose of this study was to develop an algorithm for time-domain analysis which gives reliable results for signals with lower regularity by finding appropriate indicators. Furthermore, it was also desirable to achieve this by less signal-conditioning. To evaluate our algorithm, firstly we compared its frequency results to the outcomes of the frequency-domain analysis with high regularity index. Secondly, we investigated the changes of the frequencies obtained by the two techniques for signals with low regularity index. Finally, we defined a new regularity index for time-domain analysis to demonstrate its reliability compared to frequency-domain analysis.

II. METHODS

In our research we used signals from 28 patients which were recorded at the Second Department of Internal Medicine and Cardiology Centre at University of Szeged. From our investigation we excluded those signals which were recorded on the skin-surface. Further conditions and more detailed description of the recordings can be found in [8].

As in the standard protocol, first we applied a third order Butterworth filter as a band-pass filter with a cutoff 40/250 Hz [9]. After that, unlike the common practice, we did not make a reduction, rectification or further signal conditioning but we calculated the derivative of our signal numerically by using second order central method. We searched for the plus-minus transitions which gave the places of the peaks in the original signal. This parameter has a similar meaning to the peak-threshold therefore we used the absolute value of the transition as the main parameter of the algorithm. To avoid multiple-detection of a single beat, we introduced a similar restriction like Seungyup Lee et al. in [4], so from the points detected in 60 ms, we calculated a mean value which represented the given peak. In this way we could reach a beat-to-beat detection and determination of frequency from cycle length. On Fig. 2 can be seen two signals with different amplitudes with different absolute value of transition.

To find an appropriate indicator, we tested our algorithm for signals which had high regularity index for the frequency-domain, since in these cases the results of the frequency-domain analysis were reliable. We
compared the resulting dominant frequency of the frequency-domain analysis to the mean and mode of the determined frequencies of the time-domain analysis. We found that the mode is in great correspondence with dominant frequency, as it can be seen later in the Results and Discussion part. Although our algorithm was adaptive by the changeable absolute value of transition, we wanted to automate the process, therefore we complemented the algorithm. The main idea of the optimization was the standard deviation of the modes. For several given absolute value of transitions, we rolled a 5-second-long window through a 60-second-long signal and we calculated modes and their standard deviation. The algorithm selected the absolute value of transition which the smallest standard deviation belonged to.

Time-domain analysis is a very useful tool since it is not necessary to declare a biologically reasonable maximum frequency as we should in frequency-domain analysis. Moreover, it is less sensible for the examined signal length.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Mode is a better indicator than mean in time-domain analysis.

According to the literature, mean is used to determine the activation frequency of the atrial fibrillation. In the case of high signal-to-noise ratio or well-filtered signals it can be reliable, however in other cases it can be misleading since the spilling points can garble the result, as we can see on Fig. 3. With choosing mode to the appropriate indicator we can reduce the effect of spilling points which could be caused by false detection or short-term changes in frequency.

B. The resulted frequencies of the time-domain analysis are less sensible for the examined signal length.

In frequency-domain regularity index means the ratio of the area under dominant frequency and the whole spectral range which is examined. When the regularity index was lower than 0.4 (it could change between 0 and 1) it was not clear whether the dominant frequency and the activation frequency was the same, since the dominant frequency changed by the time. Sometimes the dominant frequency alternated between the fundamental and its overtone frequency – similarly to double-potential problem – however, it was not uncommon to change randomly.

Therefore we calculated the trend-line of dominant frequency – from frequency-domain – and mode – from time-domain – for 5, 10 and 15-second-long windows. As it can be seen on Fig. 3, the time-domain analysis is less

Figure 2. Two ECG signals with different amplitudes. For them, the optimal absolute value of transitions (AVT) differ greatly

Figure 3. The main frequency of the atrial fibrillation determined by the use of three different methods with 5, 10, and 15 second-long-window for the signal presented on Fig. 2B. On Fig. A the average of the inverse beat-to-beat cycle length within the applied window can be seen. On Fig. B the mode of the inverse beat-to-beat cycle length is plotted. On Fig. C the dominant frequency determined by the frequency-domain analysis can be seen. The advantage of the mode is clear as it automatically filters out spilling values moreover, it is much less sensible for the applied window-length as compared to the frequency-domain analysis
sensible for the examined signal length, and in the case of double-potentials, time-domain analysis could make clear which the activation frequency was. This kind of investigation gave a chance to test the stability of the main frequency in time as well.

C. For signals with high signal-to-noise ratio and high regularity index in frequency-domain, the time-domain analysis correspond well to the frequency-domain analysis. Furthermore time-domain analysis can be used reliably for signals with lower regularity index when spectrum-domain analysis is not definite.

As we mentioned previously, signals with high signal-to-noise ratio and regularity index in frequency-domain (0.6 < regularity index) have reliable results for the activation frequency, therefore we compared our results – from the time-domain analysis – to them. According to Fig. 4, there was an obvious correspondence. Continuing the investigation we tried the algorithm on signals with lower regularity index. As a conclusion we could state that this kind of time-domain analysis widened the applicability, with this method it is possible to analyze those signals where frequency-domain analysis is unreliable however there is a reasonable limitation because of the signal-to-noise ratio.

D. To characterize the reliability of the resulting frequency from time-domain analysis we introduce a new regularity index for time-domain.

To test the reliability of our algorithm we wanted to define a similar index for our time-domain analysis like regularity index in frequency-domain. We counted the number of beats which had the value in the range of mode and plus-minus half of the standard deviation, then the number of beats in the given part of the signal. In this way regularity index for time-domain can be defined as the ratio of these numbers.

Figure 4. Validating the algorithm for a signal with high regularity index by using a 5 second-long window. On Fig. A the dominant frequency determined by the frequency-domain analysis is can be seen. On Fig. B the mode of the inverse beat-to-beat cycle length is plotted. There is a great correspondence between the commonly used and our enhanced method.

Figure 5. Illustration of the newly defined regularity index for time-domain analysis. On Fig. A the examined ECG signal can be seen. On Fig. B the Fourier spectrum (resolution 0.2 Hz) is plotted. On Fig. C the black points illustrate the range of mode and plus-minus half of the standard deviation, and the red points show the spilling points for the first 5 seconds of the signal. On Fig. D the same can be seen – like Fig. C – for the first 30 seconds of the signal. The regularity indexes for the frequency-domain (RI) and the time-domain analysis (RITD) are also marked.
IV. CONCLUSION

Nowadays determining the activation frequency of the atrial fibrillation is still a challenge. The frequency-domain analysis could not handle the case of double-potentials and several others; therefore there were some attempts to develop time-domain analysis. These methods had a lot of limitations (e.g. high signal-to-noise ratio).

The time-domain analysis – which was developed by us – was tested and validated on signals with high and lower regularity index in frequency-domain for several window-lengths. The chosen indicator and the newly defined regularity index for time-domain served as reliable characteristics of the signals. It could help to identify the real activation frequencies in the case of double-potentials and widened the range of applicability. In sum, our time-domain analysis is accurate and can be a useful tool in the medical practice.
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